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The location of this occurrence is known as 2635 N. with
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flat
construction,
block
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apartment c•mplex
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Prior to entry being made into the apartment, Latent Print Examinerr•owere -•... :-"
taken of the exterior
"•ummoned to the scene where photographs were
"''""''""
being made into the
entry
to
Prior
surrounding area of the complex.
area in
sidewalk
the
used
on.
was
lifter
dust
apartment, an electrostatic
the apartment, "it was noticed
front of the apartment. Prior to entry into right with the doorknob t6 the
the
that the doo• to number 4 was hinged to floor area was a Circular hole in
the
above
inches
18
left. Approximately
time what
[the door which appeared to be fresh. It is unknown at this inches in
2
approximately
caused the damage but the hole itself was
damage.
diameter. Photographs were taken of this

a•

As the apartment door was opened, pho•graphs were taken from the doorway
the interior of the apartment itself and its condition
-,owing the victim,
officers entered. The apartment itself is an efficiency apartment which
living
A one room apartment with a bath to the northwest. The bedroom,
the
to
kitchen
the
with
.north,
area
one
in
are
contained
all
.l•om, kitchen
the south portion near the
to
area
bedroom
and
the
west
to
area
ilivinE
"_
front door area.

After photographs were taken of the interior of the apartment.,
electrostatic dust lifter was used on the tile floor for possible
footprints.

•ictim was lying on the bed
side of the bed. The victim
north
the
over
hanging
his
head
with
face down
beside his left
was fully clothed except for his shoes which were lying
his head to
with
leg on top of the bed. The victim's body was positioned
badnear
the
the
On
south.
the north and his feet extended towards the
were
untied.
both
shoes,
victim's left leg, were the victim's tennis
on his feet,
Examining the bottom of the victim's socks, which were still
of time
period
some
at
feet
his
indicated that the victim had been on
the victim
that
bed
The
transfer.
dirt
prior to his death because of the
the
beneath
victim's
blanket
blue
a
with
made
was lying on was partially
on
partially
waist
victim's
the
at
lying
was
striped
towel
body. A blue
bed which
the
of
head
the
near
were
pillows
Both
side.
left
his buttocks,
seeded
is to the east• one with flower design and one with a sailboat

Examination of the apartment revealed that the
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•aistline

was a playing card,
On top of the victim's bagk at the
ace of hearts, with a nude male. This card was standing upright and
supported by the victim's shirt.'The remainder of the playing cards were

lying to the victim's right side ontop of the bed. All the cards were of
the same nature, being pornographic, and with pictures displaying only

male

nude bodies.

In an examination of the victim's levis, it was noticed that on the left
leE, just slightly above the knee, was blood smear transfer on the outside
portion of the leg. This transfer was not consistent with the victim's
injuries. On the victim's right leg, near the ankle, was a second blood
smear and on the blue blanket between the victim's legs. Slightly west of
the victim's left leg, between the ankle and the knee, was a blue small
bag which was turned inside out and no evidence was nearby as to what the
bag contained.

Near_the victim's right waist, lying on top of the bed, was"• partiall•
eaten bologna and cheese sandwich which was totally dried out and
distorted to the point that denture impressions would be impossible.

It should be noted at the time investigators entered the apartment, it
there was only one light on in the house, which was the bathroom. There is
f h switch at the doorway to turn any lights on in the living room area of
house, only the front porch. The nearest light switch to illuminate
e kitchen or livin E room was located in the kitchen area near.the stove.
•

Examination of the victim's body, revealed full rigor mortis and the
The victim's left hand was beneath his
victim had begun decomposition.
-stomach area with the fingers protruding in an upward p•sition near his
right side. The victim's right arm was lying in a pool of blood directly
below the victim's head. Just slightly west of the victim's shoulder was a
wooden handled short straight edge screwdriver which appeared %o have
blood on the handle.

On top of the victim's shirt and hair was sugar scattered from the head
down to the waistline. An empty bag of sugar was found underneath the
nightstand just north of the victim with some sugar spread on the floor.
The victim's shirt was noticed ripped at the scene near the left underarm
area and around his neck was a-black electrical cord, 3 prong type with
the ground prone bent backward indicating that the cord possibly was
jerked from a wall plug. The end wires of this electrical cord appear to
have been stripped apart but the wiring itself did not appear to have been
jerked from its original appliance. This cord was of heavy gauge, similar
to a refrigerator or other kitchen appliance cord. The cord itself was
wrapped around the victim's neck with the end lying on the floor with no
obvious tie or knot. Examination of the victim's neck backside, I noticed
several small puncture wounds and bruising consistent with the screwdriver
•de. These injuries do not appear to be deep. On the victim's back, it
s noticed a small scratch starting about the left shoulder blade
•xtending down to the center of the back. This injury did not appear to be
deep and only a small amount of blood was noticed near the shoulder blade.
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were taken of his original
Prior to turning the victim ovev,.photographs
and
injuries that were noted.
position and all obvious signs of'evidence hairs were found on the fingers.)
•and{
'several
•ere removed and secured for

:stuck:•.-blood;--•hes•-h•frs

between the tip and second
On the victim's left hand, little finger,
consistent or similar to a
were
which
j•int, two injuries were noticed
blood splattering and
was
hand
left
bite. Inside palm of the victim's
area.
wrist
the
smears down to and including

of the victim's head, I noticed What appeared to be
forehead and over the right eye.
injuries, possibly stab wounds at the
both right and left. An
Several abrasions were noticed on the elbows,
neck area in the center near
examination of the victim's chin area and
the electrical cord had been
midline •as a bruise and abrasion where
that the electrical
secured around the victim's neck. It should be noted
of knot and it is
type
in
tied
an•
cord as earlier mentioned not in fact
while lying
possibly
rear,
the
from
-believed that the victim was strangled,
on the
noted
were
smears
blood
shoulder,
on the bed. To the victim's left
the
of
bottomportion
the
on
bed
the
blanket and over the edge of
of time on
mattress, indicating that the victim was alive for some period
strength or possibly
the bed, possibly moving near the edge of his own
bed was a drag mark
the
of
corner
northwest
the
Near
struggle.
:.'•.?'ing the
from east to west tothe
•-i: :;h appeared to be at least 3 fingers dragging
bed approximately
victim's
•_i-ner edge of the bed. Directly north of the
not consistent
blood,
in
24 inches was a sole pattern on the tile floor
room area of the
living
the
of
with the victim's tennis shoes. Examination
the closet
Near
noted.
were
designs
apartment, other similar sole pattern
amount
large
Was
a
area
kitchen
of
end
the
which is situated to the north
in
impression
sole
distinctive
very
a
with
of sugar spilled on the floor
impression
of
this
the sugar which was later photographed and casts made
going towards the
for later ana1•sis. The same sole pattern was found was
not observed. The
sole
bathroom area on the tile .floor but the entire
the shoe sole.
of
portion
front
pattern that was found was obviously the
removed in
and
later
base
coatin•
This pattern was sprayed with a lacquer
floor.
the
from
tile
its original condition by taking the

Anexamination

sugar pattern, the
After photographing and casting the sole pattern in the
victim's shoes
The
sole.
the
of
area
arch
name Addidas was noticed on the
were found
shoes
tennis
Addidas
no
and
on his bed were not at Addidas
that
the sole
noted
be
also
should
It
inside the victim's apartment.
pattern that was photographed was of a larger size than the victim's
shoes.
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Was •otice• that the victim or other
Examination of the apartment, i•
bologna and cheese sandwich nearthe
unidentified persons had prepared.a
the east •all slightly north of the bed.
table which is situated against
table and a loaf of bread wasnoticed on
Cheese wrappers were found on the
and knife were also found on the table,
the sink area. A jar of mayonnaise
On the sink in the kitchen, blood
open with two stainless steel forks.
on the faucets, especially on the cold
smears were noticed on the edge and
£n the bathroom on the sink area but
knob, Other blood smears were noticed
themselves.
none observed on the faucet.knobs
table and an easy chair. The
living area was a dresser, T.V., small
position which is
original
its
chair obviously had been moved from
the kitchen area. The
adjoins
which
believed to be against the north wall
room was a 3 drawer
living
the
of
wall
dresser which was against the west
contents strewn
and
outward
pulled
light colored wood with the drawers
"'".
around the floor,

In the

the south wall of
curtafns were pulled, covering the window on
was blood found
there
curtains,
the apartment and upon examination of the
droplets on
blood
some
There was
on the edges inside towards the window.
removed and
were
curtains
The
the outside of the curtain towards the bed.
•tained for future analysis.
and person/s unknown had been involved in a
.'.". •ppeared that the victim
and it is believed that
flght or scuffie prior to the victim being killed
the blood smears on
of
because
injured
were
the other person/s possibly
droplet on the floor near
the victim's pants and on the bed along with one
the stove.

The'window

apartment had been gone
The closet located on the north wall of the
the floor near the sugar.
through with several items pulled out, lying on
including a male nude
Several items were located in the apartment,
and letters which would
notes
with
along
calendar and male nude posters,
'indicate that the victim is in fact homosexual.
evidenciary value were removed
After photographs were taken, all items of
diagram for locations of
and impounded for scientific analysis. See
in this report.
footprints and other items of evidence described
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4 feet 3 inches north and 9 inches west of door

i.

Victim:

2.

Electrical cord:

4.

34 inches west of east wall

"Wooden handle screwdriver on bed
Blood smear consistent with fingers

5.
6.

.,.Christmas

wrap and athletic

ba£

.::. :'•:.:"

7

'i•;.i•Footprlnt

(partlal)

3•'•.-:.,.-..,,:•-

S

-Blue Jacket with blood on sleeve.

•t•iV- : Footprint

(partial)

Cheese wrapper and two forks
!i.

Footprint in sugar

Footprint in sugar (partial)

Blood smear on sink edge
14.

Bicycle

15.

Broken fingernail
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DECLARATION OF CRIMINALIST
1, Marc Scott Taylor, declare as follows:
1.

That 1 a m a court-qualified expert in the fields of Criminalistics.and DNA
analysis, and that I have been appointed and have testified as an expert on
both polymerase chain reaction (PCR) a n d restriction fragment length
polymorphism (RFLP) based DNA analysis.

2.

That I have been appointed by the courts of various jurisdictions in California
and other states to consult on and/or perform PCR a n d RFLP DNA typing in
criminal cases in excess of 2,500 times, and I have testified for both the
defense and prosecution in many of these cases.

3.

That f a m the director of the forensic science laboratory of Technical
Associates, Inc.

4.

That w e perform DNA analysis on a variety of forensic specimens, and that the
results of our DNA profiling, my conclusions, and those of my staff have been
a c c e p t e d by courts in numerous jurisdictions in California a n d other states.

5.

That I regularly attend forensic science meetings and stay abreast of the
current literature in this field.

6.

That my laboratory has performed extractions of DNA and PCR-based DNA
typing on in excess of 25,000 samples.

7.

That the systems currently used in my lab are the various PCR based Short
Tandem Repeat (STR) multiplex systems including the AmpFISTR Identifier,
MiniFiler, Profiler Plus, a n d COfiler systems, including sex determination utilizing
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the Amelogenin gene, as well as Y-STR DNA analysis.
8.

That our laboratory procedures require participation in periodic external
proficiency tests to verify the accuracy of our DNA typing, a n d that these
surveys have affirmed the validity of our procedures and the accuracy of our
DNA typing results.

9.

That I developed the multiplex system that allows the co-amplification of the
Amelogenin gene in a single reaction with the six Polymarker loci; that my
laboratory has performed validation on this multiplex system; a n d that the
manuscript describing this technique and its validation has been published by
the peer reviewed Journal of Forensic Sciences, January 1997.

10.

That 1 have been certified as DNA Technical Leader/Technical Manager by
unanimous decision of the Credentials Review Committee for the American
Society of Crime Laboratory Directors (ASCLD).

11.

That in addition to this, I have presented numerous papers a n d posters at
scientific meetings dealing with many of the techniques developed by my
laboratory for DNA typing. That the techniques developed by my laboratory
a n d myself have been a d o p t e d and are utilized in numerous laboratories
across the United States.

12.

That I have implemented fhe systems In use for DNA analysis at Technical
Associates, Inc., which include the development of new procedures for the
extraction of DNA from certain specimen types to increase the quantity and
quality of DNA isolated.
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That I have been retained by the Federal Public Defender's office in Arizona
v. Jeffrey Landrigan, Case #05-1575, to provide expert assistance to defense
counsel.

14.

That a primary function of my laboratory is DNA testing and retesting in
Criminal cases.

15.

That in this case w e were asked to examine and perform serological
evaluation and DNA typing on several items of evidence collected from the
scene of a murder which Jeffrey Landrigan was charged with committing.

16.

That fhe Items w e were asked to examine under case number CR90-00066
were: fhe blue jeans fhaf were worn by the victim when his body was
discovered (Phoenix Police Department DR #89-186504, Item #22), the blue
blanket on which the body was found (Phoenix Police Department DR #89186504, Item #12) and a set of two curtains with blood stains from the
apartment in which fhe victim was found (Phoenix Police Department DR #89186504, Item #36).

17.

That the curtains, Phoenix Police Department DR #89-186504, Item #36, were
found to have multiple reddish-brown stains that appear to be blood and
react positively with a presumptive test for blood. These stains are highly likely
to be blood stains. Two of the apparent blood stains on curtain #1 appear to
be blood spattered on the back side of this curtain. Curtain #2 contains a
possible blood spatter on fhe front of the curtain a n d multiple smears on the
front a n d back of this curtain. The two blood spatters from curtain # 1 , the
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possible blood spatter from curtain #2 and one of the smears from the back
a n d one from the front of curtain #2 were sampled for DNA analysis. All of
these blood stains contained the same indistinguishable DNA profile and
a p p e a r to have originated from the same male individual (designated
Individual #1). Jeffery Landrigan is excluded as the source of the DNA
d e t e c t e d in these samples,
18.

That the blue blanket, Phoenix Police Department DR #89-186504, item #12,
was found to be dirty covered with numerous different stains a n d many hairs.
Multiple semen stains (containing acid phosphatase and sperm cells) were
l o c a t e d on fhe blanket. Three of these semen stains were sampled for DNA
analysis. In addition, numerous apparent blood stains (appear to be blood
a n d positive with a presumptive test for blood) were located on the blanket.
Several large blood stains, inches across, were located and numerous smaller
b l o o d stains. Three of these blood stains were sampled for DNA analysis; one
of the large stains a n d two smaller stains. The semen stains sampled all
contained moderately high numbers of sperm cells while the blood stains
sampled contained low numbers of sperm cells.

19.

That all.of the DNA detected in the large blood stain from fhe blanket
appears to originate from one individual. This individual is designated
Individual #2. Individual #2 cannot be excluded as the primary donor of the
DNA detected in all three of the semen stains sampled from the blanket. Two
additional weak alleles detected in the semen stains are inconclusive as fo
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their source. Jeffery Landrigan is excluded as fhe source of the DNA
detected in these samples.
20,

That the remaining two blood stains sampled from the blanket are mixtures of
DNA from more than one individual. The non-sperm DNA fraction from
sample 2826.03B originates from one primary donor. Individual #2 cannot be
excluded as the source of this DNA. Individual #1 cannot be excluded as the
source of the remaining low level DNA detected in this mixture. Neither
individual # 1 nor individual #2 can be excluded as a' contributor of some of
the DNA in the sperm cell DNA fraction from this sample. In addition to these
two individuals at least one additional individual would have to be a source
of some of the sperm cell DNA detected to account for the additional alleles
detected. Jeffery Landrigan is excluded as the source of the DNA detected
in this sample.

21.

The non-sperm a n d sperm cell DNA detected in sample 2826.03D originated
from one primary individual. Individual #1 cannot be excluded as the source
of this DNA. Individual #2 cannot be excluded as the source of the remaining
low level DNA detected in this mixture. A mixture of DNA from Individual #1
and Individual #2 can account for all of fhe DNA detected in this sample.
Jeffery Landrigan is excluded as the source of the DNA defected in this
sample.

22.

That the blue jeans. Phoenix Police Department DR #89-186504, Item #22,
were found to be worn and stained with numerous reddish-brown and yellow
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stains. Several semen stains (containing acid phosphatase and sperm cells)
were located on the blue jeans. Three of these semen stains were sampled
for DNA analysis. In addition, numerous apparent blood stains (appear to be
blood a n d positive with a presumptive test for blood) were located on fhe
blue jeans. One large blood stain, inches across, a n d numerous smaller
blood stains were located on the blue jeans. Seven of these blood stains
were sampled for DNA analysis; the large stain a n d six smaller stains. The
semen stains sampled contained low to high numbers of sperm cells while
some of the blood stains sampled also contained low numbers of sperm cells.
23.

That the non-sperm a n d sperm cell DNA detected in all three semen stains
appear to originate from one primary donor. Individual #2 cannot be
excluded as the source of the semen detected in these stains. Additional low
level peaks detected in the semen stains are inconclusive as to their source.
Jeffery Landrigan is excluded as the source of the DNA defected in these
samples.

24.

That six of the seven blood stains sampled from the blue jeans appear to
originate from one primary donor. Individual #2 cannot be excluded as the,
source of the DNA detected in these stains. Additional low level peaks
d e t e c t e d in these stains are inconclusive as to their source. Jeffery Landrigan
Is excluded as the source of the DNA detected in these samples.

25.

That the remaining blood stain sampled from the blue jeans appears to
originate from one primary donor. Individual #2 cannot be excluded as the
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primary source of the DNA detected in this stain. Individual # 1 cannot be
excluded as fhe source of the additional low level alleles detected in this
sample. Jeffery Landrigan is excluded as the source of the DNA detected in
these samples.
26.

That Jeffery Landrigan is excluded as the source of any of the DNA detected
in any of the samples tested in this case.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true a n d correct to the best
of my knowledge. Executed this 20th day of October 2010, at Ventura, California.

Marc Scott Taylor, President
Technical Associates, Inc.
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF ARIZONA

2

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MARICOPA

3
4

STATE OF ARIZONA,

5
6
7

)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.
JEFFREY TIMOTHY LANDRIGAN,

8

Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)

No. eR 90-00066
No. CR 90-0323-AP

~

9

10
11

12

Phoenix, Arizona
October 25, 1990

13
14

15

16

BEFORE:

The Honorable CHERYL K. HENDRIX

17
18

19

20

REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS

21
22

23
Pauline vlood
Official Court Reporter

24

25

By:

Copy
Prepared for Appeal
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1

murder was premeditated or not, but the Court will

2

at least concede for the purpose of this hearing

3

that there

4

find that to be a mitigating circumstance.

5

\~as

no evidence of premeditation and will

Because the only theory of culpability the
\~as

6

jury

instructed on in this case was felony

7

murder or accomplice culpability, the Court must

8

determine whether the defendant was the actual killer

9

or only an accomplice.

If the defendant was not the

10

actual killer but only an accomplice to the felony

11

that led to the killing or an accomplice to the

12

act of killing, the Court may impose death only if

13

it finds that the defendant attempted to kill -- or

14

intended to kill or that the defendant was a major

15

participant in the act which led to the killing and

16

the defendant exhibited a reckless indifference to

17

human life.

18

at trial, the evidence at the sentencing hearing

19

and the entire case, and with particular regard the

20

Court would point to the testimony of Cheryl Smith

21

that she had a conversation

22

he indicated that he murdered someone, the Court finds

23

that the defendant was the actual killer, that he

24

intended to kill the victim and was a major participant

25

in the act.

The Court finds from the evidence introduced

~Ii th

the defendant when

Although the evidence shows that another
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1

person may have been present, the Court finds that

2

the blood spatters on the tennis shoes of the defendant

3

demonstrate that he was the killer in this case.

4

After weighing and considering the aggravating

5

circumstances that the defendant had two prior

6

felony convictions involving t'he use of violence on

7

another person and committed the offense with the

8

expectation of pecuniary gain, and considering the

9

mitigating circumstances of love of family, love of

10

his family for him -- I believe I found one other

11

mitigating circumstance.

12
13
14
15

16
17

Mr. Farrell, could you refresh my recollection?
MR. FARRELL:

I believe the Court has advised that

since there was no premeditation -THE COURT:

-- and no premeditation -- thank you

very much -- existed.
After weighing and considering these, I

18

find that the mitigating circumstances do not outweigh

19

the aggravating circumstances.

20

I'm also required to consider the nature

21

of the person and the nature of the offense involved.

22

I find the nature of the murder in this case is really

23

not out of the ordinary when one considers first degree

24

murder, but I do find that Mr. Landrigan appears to be

25

somewhat of an exceptional human being.
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It appears that

33

